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Disclaimer: DO NOT read this if you don't want the end of the evil dynasty spoilED! You might think it's weird - the author spoils his own work. But the truth is, I never intended to have it cause so much confusion there. I knew that no matter who won, Bain or zanna, I would have people angry with me. But
I didn't want to take an easy exit and dodge the question. I would like to give a definitive answer ... and I thought I did. However, some readers are still confused and I feel that I owe them to ensure that closure (although I know some will be angry at me for killing off their personal favorite). So, who won the
final showdown between Bain and zanna? I'll be honest; I thought it was pretty clear in my writing. I wrote the scene from imus's point of view to keep you guessing until the last moment, but when zanna proclaims Darth Bain is gone. I'm Darth sanna, the Dark Lord of the Sith and your new Teacher, I
thought it would be pretty clear. All this with the twitching of the hand of zana was only to show that some part of Bane passed to her. How much - he's still alive in some way, or it's just a small part of his personality imprint on her - had to be an ambiguous part. But I never wanted people to assume that
Bane had successfully taken over the body of zanna. However, some people interpreted the scene this way. I think I see it, but you make a lot of assumptions to come to this conclusion. First of all, she asks Cognis questions, to which Bain already knows the answer. Yes, this may be part of the Cognus
deception, but it suggests that Bane would like to deceive Kovnus. And I honestly don't know where people get that impression. Bane wanted a stronger successor to overthrow him; The only reason he learned the ritual was because he had to prolong his life if he was weak. However, somehow people
made the leap that Bane not only took over the body of zanna, but then hides the fact from Cognus in order to later take over her body ... perhaps in line down to Sidious himself. (It's not something I tried to imply, but many readers went there.) I'm not sure where all this comes from; I don't think Bane ever
portrayed Bane as a man who wanted to hide in the dark and steal the fresh bodies of his unsuspecting students so he could live forever, even if he didn't deserve it. It kind of keeps up with everything I've created about it through three novels. The second strange assumption you have to make to think
that Bane has destroyed anna is to assume that you are dealing with an unreliable narrator. As soon as she identifies herself, I call her and zanna throughout the scene. To believe Bane took over, you must assume that I intentionally you're deluded throughout this scene for cheap cheap moment at the
end. But I've never done that in any of Bane's previous novels. The narrator has always played honestly with the reader, and I think it would be unfair to suddenly change that in the last few pages of the trilogy. Unfortunately, twist endings have become so common lately that I think people assume
storytellers are unreliable now by default; the narrative paradigm has been turned upside down. (I blame M. Night Shyamalan.) I know it's my fault, of course. My letter is usually very straight forward; I tend to avoid ambiguity because it leads to misinterpretation. I tend to be very clear about my characters
and my author's intentions. In this case I would enter only a hint of subtlety about how much Bane survived, but in doing so I did something readers were unfamiliar with, so I can't be surprised through them for the loop. So here it is. She won - Bain tried to master it and failed. But it was not completely
destroyed... though, how much of it remains what I'm going to leave open for now. Star Wars: Darth Bane - The Dynasty of Evil was written by New York Times bestselling author Drew Karpyshyn. This novel is the eleventh event on Legends of the novel timeline. This tale takes place in the time of the Old
Republic, it is also considered the third book in the trilogy of Darth Bane. The action takes place 980 years before A New Hope. Dynasty of Evil is a great fairy tale, introducing many new characters with multiple agendas. However, I will focus primarily on the Darth Bane and Darth zanna aspect of the
story. Darth Bane is tired and anxious. Age finds its place in Bane's body and mind. His obsession with the dark side is always present. He was tired of waiting for his apprentice to take her rightful place as master. He believes that Darth sanna will sit back, waiting for the death of his master, before taking
on the role. And that's not the Sith way. Bane concludes that if his disciple does not track down her duty, he will look for the secrets of immortality and find a replacement. Meanwhile, there is another one out to seek and destroy Bane. A child from the past, now grown up and granted with the power of
royalties. She feels the weakness of her master. She sees him growing frustrated as he tries his own holocron creation. She's on the look back of her apprentice, she knows it's time to take on Bane nearby. Summing it all up in a few words, the theme of this final tale; desire for vengeance, power and
healing. Vitamins, supplements, sports nutrition Darth Bane, the reigning Dark Lord of the Sith, kicked the covers from his bed and swung his feet over the edge, putting them on the cold marble floor. He tilted his head from side to side; straining to work off the knots in his heavily muscular neck and
shoulders... START READING © All rights belong Information to publishers. This website is provided exclusively for induction purposes, so you can read books online for free without registering. This article does not provide any sources. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable
sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find Sources: Star Wars: Darth Bane: Dynasty of Evil - News Newspaper Books Scientist JSTOR (February 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Darth Bane: Dynasty of Evil AuthorDrew Karpyshyn
ArtistCoverJohn Jude PalencarCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesCanon CGenrere science fictionSciencePublisherDel ReyPublication Date December 8, December 2009Pages296ISBN0-345-51156-5Toarth Bain: Rule Two Followed by the Rising Power of Darth Bane: Dynasty of Evil, sequel



to the novels Darth Bane: The Path of Destruction and Darth Bane: Rule Two is part of the expanded Star Wars universe. It was written by Drew Karpyshin and released on December 8, 2009. Twenty years have passed since Darth Bane, the ruling Dark Lord of the Sith, destroyed the ancient Sith Order
and replaced it with his Rule of Two. But Bain's subs boyfriend, zanna, has yet to engage her Master in a deadly battle and prove that she is a worthy successor. Determined that the Sith's dream of galactic domination will not die with him, Bane decides to learn the secret of the forgotten Dark Lord, who
purports to give immortality to give him time to find a new disciple and eliminate anna. A great opportunity arises when a Jedi emissary is killed on the troubled mining planet Of Doan, and Bane sends zanna to find the Jedi killer, while Bane secretly travels to recover The Holocron and Andeddah.
Meanwhile, she prepares to fall for her Master by choosing her apprentice: a Dark Jedi named Seth Hart. Princess Serra of the Doan royal family is haunted by Bane's nightmares, who tortured her as a child and drove her father, healer Caleb, to send her to safety. Bent on retribution for the murder of her
father, she hires a ruthless killer, Iktotchi known as the Huntress, to find her tormentor, and bring him back alive to try her anger. The hunter succeeds in capturing the weakened Bane, returning him to Doan and the Princess, for whom he is closely pursued by the zanna and Seth. In the underground
prison Serra tortures Bane, revealing to him his true identity as the daughter of healer Caleb. But Bane escapes, thanks to Serra's bodyguard, who recognizes Bane as his former commander in the Dark Walkers of the Army of Darkness. While Bane escapes, she almost kills him, but they break up when
the prison begins to collapse and Princess Serra is killed by falling rubble. After Seth negotiates his escape with Hunt and leaves Doan, the Huntsman rescues Bane and offers to become his new apprentice. Bane and the Huntsman notify their location, and wait for her near Caleb's old hut on Ambria. As
soon as she arrives, he and Bain begin an intense lightsaber duel, which she begins to lose. In the last ditch attempt, she uses her Sith witchcraft and summons the black tendons of the Force, which attack Bane, destroying everything they touch. Bane, realizing that he is about to die, attacks the Force
and tries to overcome the consciousness of zanna and master her body, using the technique of conveying the essence of Darth Andeddu. Within a few moments, the outcome is unclear, as the two Sith battle in the head of zana for possession of her body. Finally, she declares that Bane is dead, and that
she is the new Dark Lord of the Sith. The hunter, renamed Darth Kovna, swears to serve as her student, even when she notices that she squeezes and squeezes her left hand, just as Bane did. In an unknown place, Seth Hart discovers the holokron of Darth Andeddu, ready to learn about the transfer of
the essence. The characters of Darth Bane; Dark Lord of the Sith (man-man) Darth sanna; Sith apprentice (human woman) Hunter; Killer; Darth Kovnus (Iktotchi woman) Lucia; bodyguard (human woman) Serra; Princess (human woman) Set Hart; Dark Jedi (Human Man) External Links Darth Bane:
Dynasty of Evil at Wookieepedia, Star Wars Wiki Drew Karpishin's Website Darth Bane: Dynasty of Evil Book Status Update Extracted from darth bane dynasty of evil ending. darth bane dynasty of evil audiobook. darth bane dynasty of evil ending explained. darth bane dynasty of evil review. darth bane
dynasty of evil read online. darth bane dynasty of evil epub. darth bane dynasty of evil sequel. darth bane dynasty of evil characters
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